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Willow is redefining the 
digital twin, and bringing 
it to the built world.

We start with industry expertise delivered  through our professional 
services, which  guide and build our digital twin.

Our WillowTwin™ solution is a new  standard of ‘digital twin’ that  
integrates geospatial, static and live data  to create a future ready, smart 
building  or infrastructure network.

In the era of the intelligent cloud and  intelligent edge is upon us, Willow 
is partnering with some of the largest  technology leaders, including 
Microsoft,  to ensure your data remains secure, and  in the right hands.

Willow leverages the digital twin as a gateway into an entire ecosystem 
of  solutions - an industry first in the world  of digital twins. Digital twins 
for the built  world, as defined by Willow, are the key  to the smart cities 
of the future.

Is it time to invest in a digital twin for the built world?

This ebook is designed to help answer this question. We will explore the 
following topics:

• Signs your business need a digital twin 
• How does your digital twin improve the performance of your building 

or infrastructure networks 
• How does your digital twin improve the occupant experience of your 

building or infrastructure network
• How do you create a digital twin strategy and maximise ROI
• Conclusions
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The built world has 
traditionally been developed 
with bricks and mortar. 

Here are some warning signs that it may just be time to move from 
bricks and mortar, to a digitalised strategy for your building and/or 
infrastructure network. 

1. There’s no single source of the truth: Data sits across often 
proprietary systems – Building Information Management Systems, 
Building Management Systems, energy data and more. Each sensor 
data sits in isolation, without context of the available building data. 
It is not possible to understand how your building or infrastructure 
network is operating, nor how you can improve the performance and 
occupant experience. 

2. Subcontractors handover models which need to be manually 
audited by the BIM Manager: This increases the risk that non-
compliance is picked up too late in the program, causing significant 
delays. 

3. Developers do not have visibility and assurance that they have 100% 
of data at handover: This causes delays in payments to the general 
contractor until issues are resolved .

4. Changes in industry standards often occur requiring an audit on all 
materials within a building (asbestos, VOCs, facades etc). In ability 
to understand what materials, finishes or equipment exist in the 
building can lead to a manual and costly audit process, and leave 
the building owner at risk of non compliance.

 

5. Warranties are one of the most overlooked sources of opportunities 
and savings in a building or infrastructure network. Too often new 
machinery and parts are procured at a cost when they are still under 
warranty. Are you leveraging savings and efficiencies from your 
warranty management process? 

6. The history of a building or infrastructure network’s operations and 
maintenance is often held with one of two people, in their own local 
drives, inboxes, or heads. This means data is often lost, and there is 
no efficient or safe way tohandover data to new people or owners. 
The data is not retained iththe building at all times.

7. Third party integration. Traditionally third party integrations are 
inefficient and costly. They can mean sacrificing usability, access and 
visibility of data you require and need. 

8. Visibility and efficiency in performance and the ability to perform 
sophisticated analytics on operational costs is currently under 
utilised. It is difficult to incorporate the latest in performance 
technologies.
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Key Benefits
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Single Source of Truth
All geometry, static and live systems data is reported through a centralised secure platform enabling stakeholders 
quick and easy portfolio visualisation. Asset product and operation information combined with real time data drives 
analytical performance and activity insights to shape asset strategies. This can help inform the planning and design 
of upgrades or new project works.

Control your Business Information
The WillowTwin™ safeguards data in a trusted repository, impenetrable by third-party vendors. The proprietary rights 
to this data is retained by owners, providing secure ownership of active and historic data to ensure that business 
operations remain uninterrupted.
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Control of Supply Chain Data Delivery
During the delivery of a WillowTwin™, standards for the required asset information, format, data fields, and naming 
conventions are created and validated. This ensures that all design team members are working in harmony. In a world of 
big data, this process ensures that the building is future ready and able to integrate new smart building technologies.

Empowered Handover & Commissioning Tool
The WillowTwin™ provides a centralised reporting platform which captures the progressive compilation of all product 
specifications, O&M manuals, warranties, maintenance requirements and data relevant to a building’s assets. Full visibility 
of completion status through an intuitive interface enables contractors to follow a linear process and allows owners to 
varify progress claims. This allows building owners to embrace the handover process with confidence.

Improved Approval Management
Building compliance bodies are introducing new standards and requirements necessitating the digital recording and 
compilation of sign-off and approval documents. The WillowTwin™ facilitates a repository for compliance documents 
and helps to manage the evolving needs and requirements of approval bodies.

Performance Tracking Defects Liability Period (DLP)
Currently there is no practical way of knowing whether a building or infrastructure network has been properly 
commissioned. The WillowTwin™ provides daily reports to both builders and operators from day one of operations on 
what equipment and data/electrical points are not functioning properly.
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Benefit from Improved Performance Analytics
The WillowTwin™ monitors a projectm or portfolio performance through a single platform that captures all live data that 
flows across primary systems. This feature allows improved decision-making, backed by past performance and predicted 
future performance analytics, resulting in operational, environmental and economical savings.

Improved Compliance Management During Operations
The WillowTwin™ provides real-time visibility of a building or infrastructure network compliance. This allows owners 
peace of mind in ensuring that their portfolio is complying with regulatory requirements. With this information, owners 
are able to hold consultants and suppliers accountable for the maintenance of critical assets.

Simplify Your Warranty Tracking, Depreciation Schedules, Capex & Opex Planning
The WillowTwin™ captures all relevant asset data including asset cost, installation date, replacement date and 
warranties. This provides greater insight into capital expenditure and operational expenditure budgeting, warranty 
tracking and depreciation schedules. This data can be captured on an individual or a portfolio level.

Further Enhance Environmental Efficiencies
The WillowTwin™ gives owners the ability to review energy analytics. This powerful data can be used to improve 
operational efficiencies and performance by reducing power usage and emissions. By utilising AI and machine 
learning technology, owners can, for example, predict power and water consumption and implement strategies to 
reduce consumption and minimise operational expenditure.

Unlock New Revenue Opportunities
The WillowTwin™ unlocks potential revenue streams from e-commerce opportunities, data sharing and enhanced 
analytics. As technology continues to advance, it is important for building owners to be in a position to quickly take 
advantage of new revenue generating opportunities. The WillowTwin™ achieves precisely this by future-proofing 
buildings  and infrastructure networks and allowing for the seamless integration of third party applications.

Reduce Risk, Time and Cost by Integrating Your Systems
The WillowTwin™ integrates all relevant systems into a single, easy-to-use interface. The management team has 
access on a mobile or desktop device to a single platform from which they can manage BMS, access control, lifts, 
CMMS and all other relevnt systems. Owners can then use the integrated platform to streamline the user experience 
and analyse and interrogate data sets from all of these systems.

Implement the Latest in Smart Maintenance
The WillowTwin™ allows owners to continuously benefit from best in class automated maintenance solutions; from 
work-orders that are deployed at the moment a problem arises to AI driven predictive maintenance technology. Use 
maintenance data with other integrated data sets to form enhanced insights across your portfolio. Some examples 
include identifying repeat issues and causes, response times by contractors and correlation with outside influences 
such as weather.

Immediate Access to the Latest in Smart Building Technology
Buildings will be future-ready via the Willow Marketplace by allowing owners and/or occupants to “plug and play” 
with new and emerging smart building technology. These technologies have been been researched, vetted and 
already securely integrated into the Willow platform, ready to be rolled out across a building or portfolio at the click 
of a button.
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The success of a smart 
building or infrastructure 
network ultimately lies in 
utilisation. A highly demanded 
building tenancy, or preferred 
rail or road network is at the 
heart of every strategy. 
A digital twin can assist with 
this end outcome.
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Attract + Secure Occupants
Satisfy occupant demand and market your smart buildings by enhancing and integrating their own requirements including 
temperature comfort, connectivity, communications, data sharing, space utilisation, amenity, security and cleanliness. Utilise 
your smart building platform to partner with occupants, enabling them to realise their own smart workplace strategy.

Optimise Occupant Retention
Ensure your competitive advantage and optimise occupant retention by driving down operational outgoings and delivering 
an outstanding workplace experience. Keep your occupant’s staff happy with such things as reduced downtime of facilities 
(lifts), improved communication and access (workplace app), market-leading technologies (biometrics) and enhanced  
comfort (HVAC control) all possible through the Willow platform.

Offer Occupants Smart Spaces
By utilising the WillowTwin™, occupants are able to ‘plug into’ a number of smart technologies including; space 
utilisation, climate control, air quality management. In allowing the occupant to implement their own initiatives, a 
sense of purpose and wellbeing becomes an incentive to stay.

Create a Point-of-difference by Sharing Data with Occupants
Easily circulate and exchange occupant data requests with occupants and other stakeholders. Owners can offer their 
occupants real time insights into their own tenancies (energy, space utilisation, access control, etc.) in a way that has 
never been offered before. Simply grant your occupants access to their own data through the WillowTwin™.
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1. Define your smart building or infrastructure strategy

2. Identify and agree to your key stakeholders

3. Agree to the priority use cases

4. Meet with Willow to develop your scope of work

5. Implement a 3-month ‘proof of value’ project to address 
one agreed use case

6. Deploy across your portfolio for ultimate success

The deployment strategy 
will vary slightly depending 
on whether the building or 
infrastructure network is new 
or existing. 

When we interview Heads of Real Estate and Infrastructure across the globe, 
100% of all respondents share with us that modernising existing buildings and 
infrastructure networks is an essential step in their digital transformation journey.

Willow offers both professional services and a software platform that 
empower owners of existing buildings and infrastructure networks to

• Develop a data standard for reporting of all data within their building 
or infrastructure network – including live data eg sensors, static data eg 
operating and warranty manuals, and geospatial data eg 3D models

• Implement a process to collect, gather and audit this data within the 
prescribed data standard

• Access an intuitive platform to provide a complete view of all these data 
points

• Understand and contextualise the data for more powerful business 
insights, through an AI cloud engine

With new buildings and infrastructure networks, it is possible to work 
together to define the standards from day one, and collect and verify data 
throughout the construction process.

With existing buildings and infrastructure networks, standards are defined 
retrofit. The priority is working on the identification, collection and auditing of 
all available information and models, and creating a new register of assets 
aligned to the newly defined standards.  



Digital twins will revolutionise the way we connect with 
the built world. Together, we can create a world which is 

more sustainable, connected, intuitive and innovative. 
 

Digital twins are more than a digital replica – they are the solution to transformation and creating  
actionable insights that will drive performance and experience for buildings and infrastructure networks. 



WILLOW IS 
THE DIGITAL 
TWIN FOR 
THE BUILT 
WORLD

www.willowinc.com




